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V.A.L.U.E.: 5 EASY STEPS TO POWERFUL PLATFORM POSITIONING

Forgive my candor but I have to get right to the point!
Our time is precious and economies are shifting way too fast. 
If you have ANY need or sincere desire to make a difference then the next few minutes 
could change the way you look at business and opportunities right in front of you.

Millions of messages go unread everyday simply because they have no VALUE. 
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As a business owner or leader on any topic you work in or report on, you need to 
OFFER the right V.A.L.U.E.! 

When done right, your message and sales and marketing integration will effortlessly tie 
into one another earning your viewers attention, respect and loyalty. Without any of 
those sales or positive viewership decline. 

Do not just copy and paste and post opinionated garbage on your blog, website or 
youtube channel. Nobody really cares. They have their OWN opinion. Your material 
must deliver value.

What exactly IS value anyway? In most cases, especially the website and blog world 
value is received by your viewer when you provide :

Information, Intrigue, Experience or Resources 

However, the way YOU, the OWNER or AUTHOR MUST look at value is slightly 
different:

Variety 

It must be new and interesting additions to the subject! delivered on their terms, when 
and how they want it. Readily accessible and consumable. ( short yet powerful, 
engaging multi-media )

Alliance
Your consumers don't buy or subscribe to just you. So, do what the successful people 
do- create syndication, synergy and partnerships. Recommend and refer each other, 
assuming of course, they can and will contribute APPLICABLE VALUE to your viewers.
Be sure they can and will otherwise you will jeopardize YOUR business.

Its difficult to asses new people and opportunity; there is a way to handle that. More on 
that later...



List Building

If they are reading and enjoying your material, they are fans. They actually want more. 
Give it to them. Offer more offline- free and paid. Get them to subscribe to your email 
and direct mail by FIRST GIVING VALUE. Then you build a base. Market to them 
anyone of your or your great partners / affiliates products or services and you make a 
good living. Its proven. Good and applicable direct response marketing always returns a 
response, so do it. 

Example. 

! ! List size of only 1000
! ! ! X3% response = 30 sales

30 x $500 worth of products and or services between you and your partners = $15000

How else can you get REJECTED or just passed over by 970 people and STILL MAKE 
$15000? 

! ! So, now assume ANY different 30 out of that same thousand will yield 
another $15000 if you run the same promotion but with maybe a different similar 
product or service.

THATS $30,000 WITH ONLY TWO PROMOTIONS IN A YEAR. SOME ARE DOING 
THIS EVERY MONTH.

! ! Oh, and btw- if your price point is lower, say $250, then maybe you’ll make 
only $15000 assuming you only do TWO!

BUT, you can and should easily get MORE than 1000 subscribers. So, as you can see, 
its very easy and inexpensive. 

Understanding
One of the most wished for longings in human nature is to be understood. Whats a 
better way to show YOUR customers and clients that YOU DO NOT understand them 
then by NOT doing your research and posting material or offers that DONT offer any 
applicable value or simply promoting material they don’t want or need. People are tired 



of advertisements jumping in their face! Don’t be like the other lazy marketers, they are 
turing away from. Show you understand them. A great way, is in a powerful script and 
bio message. I create these all the time. If you are new then this is really a must.

Energy

Your marketplace has a very distinct energy about them. Align with it and offer similar 
energetic patterns. One of the main ways any relationship breaks apart is a mis-match 
or misalignment of energies. Its also why some relationships never begin. The energy in 
a supermarket is much different than that of a church. If I act like I do in the supermarket 
when I’m in the church then it will be obvious, disruptive and ill be rejected. I can be the 
most religious person who donates the most money every week but I’ll still be rejected. 

You must off the variety that complements your markets needs and wants through 
proper alliances to build your list of interested followers which will happen when they 
feel you understand them and deliver it with corresponding energy. If your audience, 
advertisers, sponsors, subscribers, partners, joint ventures and or investors see you as 
an authority, which they will providing you have the right message, then with the right 
platform, marketing almost runs itself.

If you need an INSTANT PLATFORM that SELLS then the next few minutes could change your life...

A NYC Multi-Media team is GIVING away 25*
 CUSTOMIZED Direct Response websites, EXPERT Social Media 

content and your own YouTube MARKETING PLAN at

73% OFF! 
***************************************************************************************
Heres your chance to become an IMMEDIATE ESTABLISHED AUTHORITY. Get your 
OWN PLATFORM that actually works for you -instead of some complicated, over priced, 
flashy theme that requires YOU to spend YEARS building but really does nothing.

****************************************************************************************************



Dear “Solo-Preneur”- or soon to be,

	 Our NEW Direct Response Value Builder Platform Package will give YOU 
The FOUR Keys every PLATFORM must have TO GENERATE response!

	 Authority, Social Proof, Easy Engagement and Lead Generation Tools---
( minus the complications, costs, confusion and wasted time that most websites 
come with. )

	 When considering a new website, questions can slow us down.

Do I hire a programmer? Do I hire an artist to design it? Or a marketer to help me promote it?

Thankfully, all thats over! 

You can simply have us do it ALL for you- WITHOUT breaking the bank.

	 Have complete control, ease of use, and more importantly -give YOUR 
CUSTOMERS what THEY want, when they want it.

Let me explain

 Wether you know it or not, you only have 7 seconds to get a viewer’s 
attention. Maybe you’ve heard that before but nobody explains why.

Heres what happens...

A viewer looks at your info. Questions, Concerns, Doubts and all manner of 
thoughts immediately run through their head.



Such as:

 if you cannot answer those doubts FAST, you lose em. They’re gone. On to 
the next thing...your great offer, experience and all you’ve sacrificed will not even 
be given a chance.

HOW TO answer Questions, Concerns & Doubts: WORDS!

But not just any words. WORDS that convince. The RIGHT words are the bridge 
between you and your next customer- not pretty graphics. Pictures help but not 
THAT much. 

Not sure? Ok, just imagine, what would would work better: 

	 A message to your audience that answers what they want and need right 
now, WITHOUT PICTURES ...

   - OR -

	 Just great pictures and NO words? No descriptions, info about YOU, 
benefits, what its about, price, offers and how to buy.

• who are you?
• why should I listen to you?
• what makes you and what you have to say any DIFFERENT?
• who else is listening to you?
• WHAT do i get?
• how  {easy} can I get it? .......and more



EXPERTLY written CONTENT combined with EXPERT SUBJECT MATTER, 
“authored” by YOU, the AUTHORITY, immediately overcomes doubt, fear and 
skepticism within seconds!

THIS is WHAT your NEW client, donor, voter or investor SECRETLY 
WANTS from your platform.

 And for the FEW who dig further, they’ll find EVEN MORE GREAT 
content! So much so- THEY won’t be able to help feeling overwhelmed by YOU 
and your UNDENIABLE expertise.

The Direct Response Value Builder Platform Package at-a-glance

•A  Customized site & blog WRITTEN by expert copywriters

•Gives you and OR your new campaign the perfect start

•Powerful DIRECT RESPONSE Copy to capture leads

•Easily lets you build a customer base WHILE YOU SLEEP

•Positions you as a an authority in your area ABOVE your competition

•Engage customers and EASILY creates lasting relationships

•OPENS the window of opportunity with potential partners, investors and the 
media

•and much more...

Who is the Direct Response Value Builder Platform Package for?



****************************************************************************************************

Luz Maria with Russell Simmons at DefJam Head offices NYC and former Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice US 
State Dept. Washington D.C.

“ I’ve met, worked with and shared the stage with 
Celebrities and World Leaders. To this very day, I 
have YET to meet anyone as strategic, effective and 
multi-dimensional as Brad. Brad has helped me develop 
a large client base which allows me to work in 
multiple causes I believe in simultaneously. If you 
are lucky enough to be presented with an opportunity 
to work with Brad- take it! Your life, both personal 
and business, will change for the better. ” 

!  -Luz-Maria Lambert 
  ! International Business Developer 
! MIA Columbia University, MPA CUNY Baruch College

New Business Start-
Ups

New Campaign 
Leaders

Realtors

Attorneys

Solo-preneurs

Work-at-Home sole 
proprietors

Doctors

Specialist

Reporters

Commentators

Authors

Hobbyists that wish 
to be taken seriously

Financial Professionals

Cause Driven Leaders

Non-Profits

Artists

Anyone with a global 
reach

Anyone WISHING to 
BUILD a  global reach



****************************************************************************************************

For the first *25 new clients who meet our criteria...

We are creating easy to use, customized, direct response website Platform 
Packages and including powerful, customized, direct response copy outlines- at 
no additional cost.

PLUS - We will also create several versions to choose from. If the first one or two 
we make aren’t towards your liking, we’ll create more- at no additional cost.

	 We also include initial articles and content DONE for you- again, at no 
additional cost.

	 This content is customized based on your market and written in a way 
that gives you what all blogs and sites should have.

WE EVEN SIFT, SORT and SCREEN opportunities FOR YOU!

 ( The copy alone is worth between $1000 - $3500 depending 
on the number of pages. )

Authority, Social Proof, customer 
engagement and Cross Sale Opportunities 
with similar businesses and potential Media 
Exposure



We STAY with you- until happy
We NEVER copy and paste generic info into THE SAME templets SOLD to NEWBIES like the others 

do!

 You’ll be able to give us your photos, documents, videos and anything else 
you want on your site -but we do all the hard work so you don’t have to. 

 You don’t have to know anything about design, eye line studies, colors, 
PICtures, FTP, hosting, HTML, or any of that...thats our thing.

Heres what you get 

•Standard Direct Response site & blog with latest forms and social media tools

•Copywriting for up to 5 pages with Direct Response Elements & Outlines

•The Owner Story Outline / mini bio

•YouTube Lead Generation and Video SEO strategy ( use now or later )

•Custom Blog for social proof, cross sales, partnerships & media exposure with 
full moderator control, archiving and ‘read more’ sections.

•Initial Custom Blog content DONE FOR YOU to get you started...

•Redundant, cloud based hosting infrastructure to provide superior 
uptime, response time, and reliability. ( If your site is featured in the 
media, it won’t crash )

•Easy audio and video players to steam content

•Photo galleries with transitions and zoom

•Favicon option to brand yourself into viewers web browsers



•Fully customizable forms, contact, surveys, RSVP to ENGAGE

•Image adjusting and editing for your photos, size, color, text and blend so 
you can show more with less

•Detailed traffic monitoring- know whose visiting and what they are 
looking for and for how long

•Latest Search Engine Optimization - everything we post can and will be 
optimized for easy search engine identification

•Commerce ready. Create an online store and use Google Check out or 
Paypal to accept payments.

•Mobile Ready! Visitors who use mobile phones to search for you, and 
they are plenty, will automatically get the mobile version- you don’t have 
to think about it OR pay some techie hundreds of dollars to ‘convert and 
optimize’ your site. We do it for you. This savings alone is worth the entire 
cost.

• Have content you wish to limit? for team members, employees or mini-
memberships? Protect pages or a whole site with your password.

•YOUR VERY OWN sales rep to manage the design process and eliminate 
owner to techie translation problems

WOW- sounds like a-lot-whats the catch?

No catch. We just need a few new clients for our testimonial page. We practice 
what we preach- and as a Marketing Firm, we know you can never have too many 
happy clients to generate referrals. 

Normally, just a basic website can EASILY cost	 	 	 $600 - $1000



The cost of an Jr. website copywriter is	 	 	 	 $500 - $3500

Lead Generation and YouTube Strategy 	 	 	             $300 - $1000

Having your OWN TEAM OF MULTI-MEDIA EXPERTS create
design write and strategize based on whats working now
so you don’t have to.....                          
                 PRICELESS

Total upfront cost WITHOUT HOSTING, management
or customized expertise & Strategy	 (easily!)   	 	 $1400 - $5500

...and this didn’t even consider an EXPERT content developer who monitors 
your business and sources potential partnership and media opportunities which 
could easily run several THOUSAND dollars more.

But, for the next 25* who meet our criteria, we are giving away this entire Direct 
Response PLATFORM Builder Website Package for only $727.

THATS OVER 73% OFF



All the risk is on us. Relax with a FULL SATISFACTION GUARANTEE. Enjoy 
Unlimited Changes to the entire site theme and lay-out NOT JUST NOW BUT for 
12 months from the START of work - NOT the order date!

 {{{ EVEN if you ARE COMPLETELY satisfied, but want to update later as 
your business grows, just let us know. We’ll take your content and add it for you- 
at no additional cost. }}}

And because you recognize the value of a COMPLETE PLATFORM PACKAGE 
DONE FOR YOU ( you’ve wouldn’t of read this far if you didn’t ) we’ll include 
THESE POWERFUL BONUSES:

•1 Custom Video Script for your home page or Intro YouTube Video ( use now 
or later )

•2 Custom Video Scripts for YouTube Lead Generation Strategy ( use now or 
later )

•A TESTIMONIAL GENERATOR page that works on autopilot, behind the 
scenes WHILE YOU SLEEP to SKYROCKET your Social Proof even further!

 And if you don’t have all your ideas or content organized now... We 
understand, good ideas often DO take time to perfect...so, register now during the 
promotion and take up to a FULL year to begin. We’ll honor this deal today, no 
rush! LOCK IN YOUR 73% SAVINGS. 
{ Heck! You could even get this promo as a gift or RESELL it for RETAIL and make a PROFIT! We have 
NO problem with that...}

We’ll be here when you’re ready. Secure your very own personal team of 
designers, copywriters and video producers to build YOUR new Direct Response 
Platform and video strategy now.



We know its tough to do it on your own. But now you have your own team. Save 
weeks, even months PLUS THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS! Let us help. Theres no 
better way, apply today. 

Brad Williams

APPLY HERE:

http://www.bradwilliamsmarketingandsalesmanagement.com/new-client-direct-response-
platform-website-package-application-form.html

*In the event you are not selected or apply after the 25 positions have been filled your payment will be returned 
immediately. Hosting is free for six months then will cost 9.99 per month thereafter.  You may cancel anytime. 
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